
TM

With Volt Free Connection

TM Multi V 2 & Multi V 3 Pump Sets

for models:
BOSS-2 MULTI V 204/EC-VFC-1PH - 80460368
BOSS-2 MULTI V 206/EC-VFC-1PH - 80460379
BOSS-2 MULTI V 404/EC-VFC-1PH - 80460390
BOSS-2 MULTI V 406/EC-VFC-1PH - 80460409
BOSS-2 MULTI V 804/EC-VFC-1PH - 80460420
BOSS-2 MULTI V 806/EC-VFC-1PH - 80460431
BOSS-3 MULTI V 204/EC-VFC-1PH - 80460294
BOSS-3 MULTI V 206/EC-VFC-1PH - 80460302
BOSS-3 MULTI V 404/EC-VFC-1PH - 80460313
BOSS-3 MULTI V 406/EC-VFC-1PH - 80460324
BOSS-3 MULTI V 804/EC-VFC-1PH - 80460353
BOSS-3 MULTI V 806/EC-VFC-1PH - 80460346
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Please see back of manual for wiring diagrams

Fig. 7 (Speedcentre)
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Stainless Steel Endcap
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Control panel with LCD screen, warning 
LED-lights, push buttons for con�guration & 
manual start/stop.  It is electrically supplied 
directly through pump inverter communication 
cables. 

6.2.3 Speedcentre Control panel Option (Fig. 7)

Volt free connection

VFC

4

5
BOSS 2 Multi V series : threaded manifolds 2  
BOSS 3 Multi V series : threaded manifolds 2 ½   



6.3  Speed Centre Controls

6.3.1   Speed Centre
 1. LCD screen.  Shoes the set pressure in operating mode.
 2. AUTO pushbutton.  It allows to change from AUTOMATIC to  
 transition mode or vice versa.  In manual mode the AUTOMATIC  
 led is lit.
 3. START-STOP pushbutton.  Use it for switching from transition  
 mode to manual mode.  In manual mode it starts and stops the  
 previously selected pump by means of the push buttons        (5)
 4. MENU pushbutton.  Use it to enter or to leave the configura 
 tion menu.  Also to leave manual mode.
 5. Pushbuttons for changing configuration data shown in the LCD  
 screen and for selecting the pump in manual mode.
 6. ENTER pushbutton.  Use it for saving the programmed values.   
 Every press is suceeded by a new field of the CONFIGURATION  
 MENU.  Whenever you want to quit the configuration   
 sequence press MENU (4)
 7. LED lights:
 LINE (green): electric supply. Bright when connected
 FAILURE (red): bright or flashing depending on type of failure
 PUMP (yellow): when it is bright it means there is at least a pump  
 operating.  It is lit with all the pumps stopped or when the device  
 is not connected.
 AUTOMATIC (green): bright in automatic mode, lit in manual and  
 transition mode.

6.3.2 Setup
Before proceeding with the Speedcentre configuration it must be verified 
the installation of each electro controller by following the steps described in 
the users manual of the ectro controller - CONFIGURATION section.  A 
correct installation implies:
 - Max. current intensity selection for each pump
 - Rotation sense verification for each pump
 - Minimum speed selection for each pump
 - Set all the devices as SWITCHER (electro controller booklet /  
 configuration / step12 / serial control: master, slave or switcher)

All the values are changed using       and pressing ENTER to memorise 
changes.  After each ENTER, there will be showed consecutively the 
different screens that constitute the configuration sequence.  We can 
escape from the configuration sequence by pressing MENU, being saved 
the data modified.

Please follow next steps:

Press MENU to start the Setup process

This will be the working pressure.  Use 
the arrow       keys for modifying the 
default value.  Once selected press 
ENTER to save.

Run on timer setting.  Using the keys      
we can modify the initial value.  Once 
selected press ENTER to save

Start pressure differential.  Use the keys   
for modifying the initial value.  It is 
recommended to maintain this value 
between 0.3 and 0.6 bar. Example:
   • Input pressure: 2 bar
   • Differential start: 0.3 bar
   • Final start pressure: 2 - 0.3 = 1.7 bar
Once selected press ENTER to save.

The device is ready to operate.  Press 
AUTO

During automatic operation, the screen 
will show the number of active pumps, 
the set pressure and the next pump to 
start when there is not demand.

6.3.3 Hand / Manual Mode
The speedcentre allows the manual activation of a pump in order to 
carry out any type of varification or test.  The sollowing process 
should be followed.

If we are in transition mode press 
START/STOP.  If we are in automatic 
mode press AUTO and then 
START/STOP.

Using the arrow keys       we can select 
the pump.  Press START/STOP to start 
and stop the pump.  Press MENU to 
escape, returning to transition mode.

6.3.4 Alarms management
The speedcentre detects if a pump has undergone some failure or 
problem.  It reacts by activating the alarm led light, showing in 
screen the affected pump or pumps and trying to restore the 
damaged device.  After a number of attempts it will remove that 
pump from sequence.  The information about the type of failure is 
shown on the screen of the relevant elctro controller.

Example: failure in pump 1 and 
pump 2 is operating



6.3.5 Description of the user interface (Fig. 4)
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Notes:



Multi Pump Booster Set - Wiring Diagram



Typical 2/3 Pump Booster Schematic
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